Need a way to omit MINOR edits from last_modif_pages module

The last_modif_pages module has a minor parameter which is supposed to be able to permit/omit wiki pages that were last saved with the Minor Edit option from appearing in the list of last changes.

- minor=y (default) — Show Minor Edit pages in the list
- minor=n — Do not show Minor Edit pages

However, this option does not appear to work (in 2.x).

There is nothing in the wiki page history or action log that identifies a wiki page as having been saved as a Minor Edit.
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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While implementing category filters on the module, I removed support for the minor parameter in trunk (r20711) since it was broken since...too long.

I fixed the database issues (before giving up getting the module fixed for now).
I think the best way to re-implement it would be to rewrite last_major_pages using a query looking like this draft one:

```
select fh.`pageName`, MAX(fh.mlm) from (select `pageName`, MAX(`lastModif`) as mlm from `tiki_history` GROUP BY `pageName` HAVING MIN(`version_minor`) = 0 union select `pageName`, `lastModif` as mlm from `tiki_pages`) as fh GROUP BY `pageName`
```

Philippe Cloutier 17 Sep 10 03:53 GMT-0000

The minor parameter used to filter pages which would only show in the module because of a minor edit. Rick re-implemented the parameter in August, but to do something related but different and quite particular.

This request was originally asking to fix the minor parameter, but is now asking to implement a new parameter that would filter and only filter pages whose last edit is a minor one. I guess a separate report could be opened asking to re-introduce the minor parameter.

Rick implemented his parameter in August in r28289 and r28290, but without honoring numrows, re-using the name minor and with a misleading description, so I reverted both revisions in r29335.

To implement Rick's parameter:
Need a way to flag/identify pages that have been saved as a Minor Edit.
Need to re-enable the minor=y|n option for the last_modif_pages module.
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